The ability to image the human brain has provided a new perspective for neuropsychologists in their efforts to understand, diagnose, and treat insults to the human brain that might occur as the result of stroke, tumor, traumatic injury, degenerative disease, or errors in development. These new ®ndings are the major theme of this special issue. In our article, we consider brain networks that carry out the functions of attention. We outline several such networks that have been studied in normal and pathological states. These include networks for orienting to sensory stimuli, for maintaining the alert state, and for orchestrating volitional control.
Many of the cognitive tasks that humans perform such as reading a word, recognizing an object, or grasping a cup, are very challenging from a computational standpoint. The brain solves this complexity by breaking those cognitive tasks into collections of small computations which are implemented by separate, albeit interacting, brain areas (Posner & Raichle, 1994) . We take the same to be true about the mental operations of the attentional system.
In this paper, we view attention in terms of networks of anatomical areas that carry out the functions of orienting to sensory stimuli, maintaining the alert state, and orchestrating the computations needed to perform the complex tasks of daily life. However, while most of the cognitive networks involve speci®c domain functions, attentional networks implement a mental function that is domain general. That is, attentional networks carry out energetic and selective control functions that are used regardless of the content of the material. We can attend to the visual domain, but we can also attend to the auditory domain, to the meaning of a stimulus, to our internal thoughts, etc. This domain generality gives attention the ability to in¯uence most, if not all, areas of the brain. For example, imaging studies of the visual system have revealed attentional effects in brain areas specialized for motion perception, color perception, face recognition, and even primary visual cortex (Corbetta, 1998; Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman, & Petersen, 1991 , Posner & Gilbert, 1999 . Although attentional effects can be expressed in a multitude of areas, we believe that the source of these in¯uences is limited to a small number of networks.
We argue that the attentional system is anatomically separate from the various data-processing systems that can be activated passively by visual and auditory input (but see Allport, 1993) . Attention is neither the property of a single brain area nor is it a collective function of the brain working as a whole. Instead, attention is carried out by discrete anatomical networks, and within each network, speci®c computations are assigned to different brain areas (Posner & Petersen, 1990) . Although the networks that constitute the attentional system interact with each other, they also have unique aspects.
These claims, as well as the current progress in the anatomy of attention, rely most heavily on two important methodological developments. First, the use of microelectrodes with alert animals has provided evidence for attention-related changes in cellular activity (for a recent review see Chelazzi and Corbetta, 1998) . Second, imaging techniques such as PET (positron emission tomography) and fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) have helped to localize cognitive functions in normal human experimental participants (Toga & Mazziotta, 1994) . PET and fMRI can be used together with methods that trace the time course of brain activity in humans by recording electrical and magnetic ®elds outside the skull, such as ERP (event-related potentials) and MEG (magnetoencephalography) (see Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998 for a recent review). Methods with good temporal resolution provide a way to trace the rapid time-dynamic changes that occur in the course of human information processing. When combined with the spatial localization of PET and fMRI, it is possible to learn which areas constitute the attentional networks, how those networks interact (i.e., their shared features), and how they are dissociated (i.e., their unique aspects). In doing so, neuroimaging techniques will become a useful tool in the design of rehabilitation procedures that focus on systematic recovery of speci®c attentional functions.
It is not yet possible to specify the complete attentional system of the brain. However, the last decade has seen great advances in our understanding of the anatomical networks that carry out three major attentional functions: (1) Orienting to sensory stimuli, particularly to locations in visual space (orienting network); (2) achieving and maintaining the alert state (vigilance network); and (3) orchestrating voluntary actions (executive network). Below, we consider each of these attentional functions, describing in turn the normal processing, the networks underlying those processes, de®cits found in various pathological states, and evidence for rehabilitation of function.
Orienting
Orienting refers to the selection of sensory information. Within vision, we usually achieve orienting by directing our eyes toward the location of interest (overt orienting), but it is also possible to assign priority to an area of the visual ®eld without moving the eyes (covert orienting). The function of covert orienting is to assign priority to locations in the visual ®eld. Similarly, eye movements allow those areas to be inspected with the high acuity present for foveal stimuli. Covert attention does not rely upon external forms of orienting, such as head or eye movements. As a consequence, studies on covert attention are particularly useful not only to control for changes in visual acuity, but also to explore exclusively the internal mechanisms of attention.
We start this section by describing the mechanisms of covert orienting in normal vision, after which we review their anatomical substrate. The data suggest a complex network of brain areas that work in an integrated fashion to select areas of interest in the visual ®eld. Later, we consider de®cits that may occur in this network due to a wide range of disorders. The major theme will be that many forms of trauma, degeneration, or psychopathology produce problems with orienting, and these problems can best be seen as in¯u-encing the normal orienting network in speci®c ways. Recent studies suggest that de®cits of orienting may not be linked so much to etiology (e.g., stroke, closed head injury, Alzheimer's Disease, or schizophrenia), but rather to the speci®c anatomy of the damage. Finally, we consider efforts to remediate de®cits in this network.
Normal Function
A very simple way to examine covert orienting of attention is to require the person or animal to maintain ®xation while processing a visual event peripheral to the current ®xation. Many studies of normal experimental participants have demonstrated that information is processed more ef®-ciently at an attended peripheral location than at other locations equally distant from the ®xation point (Posner & Petersen, 1990) .
In a typical covert orienting task, the experimenter`cues' the participant's attention to one side or another before the target appears. Attention can be drawn automatically by a peripheral¯ash (exogenous cueing), or allocated voluntarily by the participant, based on a central arrow that indicates the location where the target is most likely to appear (endogenous cueing). See Figure 1 for an illustration. The participant will be faster to respond to targets at the cued location than to uncued locations, sensory thresholds will be lowered, electrical responses recorded from remote or indwelling electrodes will be enhanced, and blood ow will be increased (for a recent review, see Mangun, Jha, Hop®nger, & Handy, 1998) . Attention thus serves to amplify brain activity at the cued location and produces a behavioral effect of giving priority to that location.
A good way to study orienting under less constrained experimental conditions is with the visual search task. Visual search differs from the covert orienting task in several ways: The spatial selection occurs in a cluttered screen, shifts of attention co-occur with eye movements, there is no exogenous cueing, and the target is speci®ed in terms of a particular object that differs from the background distracters (see Fig. 2 for an illustration). Despite these differences, there is evidence from behavioral, imaging, and clinical studies that both tasks tap similar cognitive functions and neural structures (Luck, Fan, & Hillyard, 1993) . The same cognitive operations are often used to describe both the covert orienting task and the visual search task. In the covert orienting task, invalid trials require a disengagement from the cued location, an attentional movement, and an engagement at the target location, so the target can be detected, and a response decision made. Similarly, in the visual search task, the participant needs to disengage attention from the last location, move attention, and engage it at a new location.
In the visual search task, targets de®ned by a single pop-out feature (e.g., a red bar among blue distracters) are easily detected in parallel, and detection time does not increase with increased number of distracters in the display, suggesting that feature detection is a pre-attentive process. In contrast, targets de®ned by the conjunction of two features (e.g., a blue T among red Ts and blue Ls) are more dif®cult to detect and require serial search. For these targets, detection time increases as a function of the number of distracters in the display, suggesting that the integration of features into objects is an attention-dependent process.
Brain Network
The anatomical networks involved in orienting are similar for overt and covert orienting as well as for visual search tasks (Corbetta, 1998) . PET and fMRI studies show that both covert and overt orienting activate the precentral gyrus of the frontal lobe and areas in the parietal lobe (Corbetta, 1998; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 1998) . Data from animal work provide further support for common neural structures underlying overt and covert orienting, such as the parietal cortex (areas LIP and 7a), the frontal eye ®elds and some subcortical structures, including the superior colliculus and the thalamus (Andersen, Brotchie, & Mazzoni, 1992; Mazzoni, Bracewell, Barash, & Andersen, 1996) . As we mentioned earlier, attention can be drawn automatically to a location by an exogenous cue, or can be voluntarily allocated by the experimental participant based on the information of an endogenous cue. Imaging studies reveal that exogenous and endogenous cues activate similar areas both in frontal and parietal cortex, favoring the existence of a general neural system for visuospatial attention that can be used by automatic as well as voluntary cues (Corbetta, Miezin, Shulman, & Petersen, 1993; Nobre et al., 1997 ; but see La Ádavas, Menghini, & Umilta Á, 1994) .
The anatomical overlap between overt and covert orienting tasks, as well as the overlap between exogenous and endogenous cueing, provide support for the existence of a common neural system of eye movements and orienting. However, the orienting network is also activated during attention tasks that are unrelated to eye movements. For example, when experimental participants shift attention between two dimensions, such as color and shape, there is bilateral increased activation in the superior parietal cortex, suggesting that the parietal cortex is involved in attention shifts even when those shifts are nonspatial (Le, Pardo, & Hu, 1998) . Cueing attention to a speci®c time interval during which the target is most likely to occur activates the intraparietal sulcus, even in the absence of any spatial cue (Coull & Nobre, 1998) . These results argue in favor of a supramodal orienting system, one that can select information based not only on spatial location but also on other, non-spatial features, such as color or time.
Orienting De®cits
One of the most common abnormalities of orienting is a strong lateral bias in which experimental participants have dif®culty disengaging from a cue presented on the side of the lesion to respond to a target located on the side opposite of the damage. In the extreme form of such``neglect,'' patients may miss entirely stimuli on the side opposite to the lesion. In a less extreme form called``extinction,'' they miss contralesional stimuli only when presented at the same time as an ipsilesional event (for a review, see Rafal, requires an effortful search to separate the target from the distracters.
ATTENTIONAL NETWORKS 1998). In patients for whom the damage is slight, this dif®culty may only show up as an abnormally slow reaction time in disengaging attention from the ipsilesional ®eld. This disengagement de®cit has been found, using the covert orienting task, in clinical populations suffering from stroke, Alzheimer's Disease, and schizophrenia, as well as in reversible lesion studies in normal participants, and in pharmacological and lesion studies in monkeys.
Stroke Patients
It has been known for over a century that patients with strokes of the parietal lobe neglect locations in the ®eld opposite the lesion. Research dating back to the 1980s has demonstrated that patients with parietal damage have a very distinct and virtually permanent de®cit, as revealed in the covert orienting task (Morrow & Ratcliff, 1987; Posner, 1988) . Once their attention is oriented to the stimulus on the side of the lesion, these patients show a delay in reacting to events on the side opposite the lesion. The de®cit is not sensory because their performance is normal or near normal if attention is not ®rst drawn to the side of the lesion. Yet the de®cit can be quite profound and targets are often completely missed at the unattended location. This ®nding suggests that the parietal lobe is responsible for the mental operation of disengaging from a cue to respond to a target in the neglected side. Lesions of the superior colliculus and thalamus also produce de®cits in covert orienting, but of a different kind. The collicular lesions are identi®ed with the act of moving attention, while the thalamus is thought to be part of a pathway by which frontal and parietal areas might make contact with the ventral pathway involved in object recognition. The pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus is associated with the ability to engage attention in an object. These results suggest that each of the components of orienting (disengagement, move, engagement) has a distinct anatomy, and that different behavioral de®cits could be brought about by speci®c lesions of the neural structures underlying each component.
The cueing task and the theoretical approach of breaking down orienting into three anatomically distinct computations have made it possible to study an act of attention in normal humans, in a wide variety of patients, and in alert monkeys. Of course, this approach also has limitations. For example, the cueing task fails to consider the competition provided by the non-target elements, an important aspect of attention that is emphasized in visual search tasks. Also, it has been possible to model the de®cits found in neglect patients by considering the imbalance between the hemispheres created by the lesion, leading some to question whether it is necessary to postulate special mental operations (Cohen, Romero, Servan-Schreiber, & Farah, 1994; Farah, 1994) . The competition model is favored by some studies of cellular recording in alert monkeys that required them to attend to target locations (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) . Finally, while bilateral lesions of the parietal lobes produce a dif®culty in dealing with two simultaneous objects (Balint's syndrome), there is little evidence that this is due to an inability to disengage (Robertson, 1998) . Despite its limitations, the disengagement hypothesis has made it possible to investigate the contribution of the parietal lobe to covert orienting across a number of different pathologies.
Degeneration
Patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) may show an initial dif®culty in orienting. Such patients show a behavioral pro®le in orienting to endogenous cues similar to that of patients with parietal lesions (Buck, Black, Behrmann, Caldwell, & Bronskill, 1997; Parasuraman, Greenwood, Haxby, & Grady, 1992) . That is, they have a dif®culty in responding to trials in which the target occurs at the uncued location (i.e., disengagement de®cit). Moreover, PET studies reveal low metabolic activity in the parietal cortex at early stages of AD (see Parasuraman & Greenwood, 1998 for a review).
In AD, there is a known de®cit in central cholinergic activation, and the parietal dysfunction in AD is likely to be secondary to such cholinergic de®cit (for a review see Lawrence & Sahakian, 1995) . Interestingly, a lesion of the basal cholinergic system of monkeys leads to a behavioral pro®le in the covert orienting task identical to that of patients with AD and neglect patients (Voytko et al., 1994) . Similar results have also been found after selective cholinergic lesions in rats (Chiba, Bushnell, Oshiro, & Gallagher, 1999) .
The parietal cortex is involved not only in covert orienting but also in overt orienting (i.e., eye movements). In this case as well, patients with AD evidence a pro®le consistent with a disengagement impairment: Their gaze responses are slow and they have a tendency to make perseverative errors (Scinto et al., 1994) .
Other de®cits in patients with AD, such as poor performance in a cancellation task, are consistent with parietal lesion (Foldi, Jutagir, Davidoff, & Gould, 1992) . Patients with AD also have abnormally high slopes for visual search, that is, as the number of distracters is increased, reaction times (RT) become increasingly slower than normal (Nebes & Brady, 1989 , but see Greenwood, Parasuraman, & Alexander, 1997) . This pattern reveals patients' inability to search for items, consistent with an inability to disengage attention from distracter locations. While some patients with AD have impaired spatial attention, their ability to select items based on color or other non-spatial features seems normal. Patients with AD also demonstrate a relatively normal alerting effect to warning signals (Nebes & Brady, 1993) .
Although AD eventually affects many mental functions, cognitive de®cits in AD may not arise as a global loss, but as the selective disruption of particular neural networks and the cognitive functions they subserve (Schwartz, 1987) . Here we have illustrated the principle as it applies to attentional functions, but it is also likely to apply to other mental functions that are affected in AD. For example, episodic memory de®cits, which are apparent in the early stages of the disease, correlate in highly speci®c ways with the early onset of medial temporal lobe atrophy (Ko Èhler et al., 1998) 
Transmitter De®cits
The nucleus basalis is the source of cholinergic modulation of many cortical areas, including the parietal lobe. Lesion studies in monkeys reveal that when the nucleus basalis is lesioned, experimental participants have a speci®c dif®culty in disengaging attention from an ipsilesional cue to engage a target on the side opposite to the lesion (Voytko et al., 1994) . Davidson and Marrocco (2000) applied systemic and local injections of scopolamine, a muscarinic antagonist of acetylcholine, to areas of the parietal lobe previously shown to be actively involved in orienting. Scopolamine served to slow the ability to orient toward the cue without changing the ability of the warning cues to improve RT, suggesting that the cholinergic system is involved in spatial orienting, with little in¯uence on the response to warning signals.
Psychopathology
It is common to view schizophrenia as a higher order attentional de®cit disorder (e.g., Frith, 1992) . However, the emergence of neuroimaging technology has allowed the study of speci®c links between the cognitive de®cits observed in schizophrenia and its anatomical substrates (Gur & Pearlson, 1993) .
PET studies of never-medicated patients with schizophrenia show evidence of a left globus pallidus (basal ganglia) abnormality (Early, Posner, Reiman, & Raichle, 1989a , 1989b . As the disorder progresses, there appears to be a widespread reduction of¯ow and metabolism in the frontal lobes involving both the anterior cingulate and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
Never-medicated ®rst break schizophrenics show an abnormality in the shifting of visual attention. This spatial de®cit involves a speci®c dif®culty in shifting attention toward the right visual ®eld, while attention shifts toward the left visual ®eld are normal (Posner, Early, Reiman, Pardo, & Dhawan, 1988) . This de®cit is very speci®c because it is limited only to one visual ®eld and cannot be due to an inability to understand instructions or to lack of motivation. A number of studies using chronic patients have failed to replicate this ®nding, but a study testing patients at different stages of their disease has reconciled these inconsistencies (Maruff, Currie, Hay, McArthur-Jackson, & Malone, 1995) . Unmedicated ®rst break schizophrenics who were acutely psychotic showed an asymmetry in shifting attention to targets in the right visual ®eld. This asymmetric spatial attention de®cit was partially resolved with brief periods of medication and was completely gone in chronic patients (Maruff et al., 1995) . The de®cit is absent in monozygotic twins of patients with schizophrenia who do not show the disorder (Pardo et al., 2000) . Thus, the attentional de®cit appears to be a part of the early left hemisphere malfunction found in acute psychotics.
The PET studies of never-medicated schizophrenics suggest a frontal lobe de®cit, but not a parietal de®cit. In accord with this anatomy, the de®cit in schizophrenia appears to result from an abnormality in executive attention. When normal experimental participants are asked to verbally shadow auditory messages, thus tying up the frontal executive attention network, they show an abnormality similar to that found in patients with schizophrenia (Posner, 1988) . This ®nding, together with the clear evidence that acute schizophrenics have a distinct fronto-temporal abnormality of language, suggests that frontal control structures are involved in this disorder. The executive attention network seems to play a role in the initiation of the attentional shifts, and even in the absence of posterior parietal lesions, de®-cits of the executive network may interact with the parietal areas to produce abnormalities of orienting.
Reversible Lesions
Attentional de®cits, frequently seen in clinical populations, have also been reproduced by arti®-cially lesioning attentional areas in normal experimental participants. This is done by applying brief magnetic pulses to the head overlaying the relevant cortex (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation, TMS; Walsh & Cowey, 1998). As we have described, visual extinction to simultaneous stimuli is a frequent sign of neglect, while neglect patients are usually capable of perceiving a contralesional stimulus when it is presented in isolation. Similarly, repetitive pulses of TMS to the parietal cortex impair detection of a contralateral stimulus during bilateral stimulus presentation (extinction-like effect) but not during unilateral stimulus display (Pascual-Leone, Gomez-Tortosa, Grafman, & Alway, 1994) . TMS to the right parietal cortex also disrupts attention-dependent visual searches, such as a search for a target de®ned by the conjunction of two features (e.g., a blue T among red Ts and blue Ls), but has no in¯uence on pre-attentive searches (Ashbridge, Walsh, & Cowey, 1997 ).
Summary
The studies described in this section reveal that a wide variety of disorders in¯uence the brain's sensory orienting system by making shifts of attention dif®cult. Much of neuropsychology has involved the study of particular disorders, and an overarching principle has been that remediation depends upon the cause of the de®cit. In contrast, the literature reviewed in this section suggests that the behavioral de®cit might be closely linked to the dysfunction of a brain structure (e.g., the parietal lobe on one side) irrespective of whether the cause is a sudden onset like a stroke or a slow change as in Alzheimer's Disease. Which brain area is damaged appears to be more important for producing a disengagement de®cit than the speci®c cause of the damage. Stroke and Alzheimer's disease are often disorders of the elderly, but evidence from normal participants undergoing TMS suggests that the age of onset may also be of less importance than the brain network affected. The schizophrenia data show that in the absence of posterior lesions, de®cits of other attentional networks that interact with the parietal system may also produce abnormalities of orienting.
Rehabilitation
For a long time, neglect rehabilitation was considered of little therapeutic interest, because there is a great deal of spontaneous recovery from strokes that produce neglect. This view has changed in the last ten years, as more careful assessments using covert orienting and visual search tasks have revealed persistent attention de®cits in neglect patients and de®cits in other types of disorders (Robertson, 1999; Robertson, Halligan, & Marshall, 1993) .
The strategies for neglect rehabilitation have been largely in¯uenced by theories on the relation between covert and overt orienting, the imbalance between hemispheres, and the existence or not of separate systems for voluntary and automatic orienting.
Overt and Covert Orienting
Imaging studies provide compelling evidence for the interdependence of covert and overt orienting. If attention shares neural structures with eye movement, the stimulation of eye movement re¯exes toward the neglected side should ameliorate neglect. A number of studies have investigated this possibility. Rehabilitation with vestibular stimulation (Cappa, Sterzi, Vallar, & Bisiach, 1987; Vallar, Sterzi, Bottini, Cappa, & Rusconi, 1990) , or with optokinetic nistagmus (Pizzamiglio, Frasca, Guariglia, Incoccia, & Antonucci, 1990) , both of which produce a re¯ex-ive eye deviation toward the neglected side, yield a reduction of neglect. However, this bene®t is short-lived. Activation of the superior colliculus via the retino-tectal path by a dynamic stimulus reduces neglect more than a static stimulus, but this amelioration is also short-lived (Butter, Kirsch, & Reeves, 1990) .
Competition between Hemispheres
Some theorists propose that attention is an emergent property of the competition between visual stimuli for various neural systems (e.g., Desimone & Duncan, 1995) . This view is consistent with the increased dif®culty in visual search tasks as a function of the number of objects present in the visual ®eld. One account postulates that a balance exists between the two hemispheres in the normal brain, with each hemisphere competing with the other for stimulus processing, and that neglect occurs when one hemisphere is lesioned, and an imbalance follows (Kinsbourne, 1977) . As a consequence of such an imbalance, perception of a contralesional stimulus is impaired but perception of an ipsilesional stimulus is enhanced above normal levels. Evidence for this supranormal sensitivity to ipsilesional stimuli comes from studies in which neglect patients outperform controls in the detection of a stimulus when the stimulus is presented in the right visual ®eld (ipsilesional ®eld; La Ádavas, Pretronio, & Umilta Á, 1990) . Similarly, reversible lesions of the parietal lobe with TMS decrease sensitivity to a contralateral somatosensory stimulus, but increased sensitivity to an ipsilateral stimulus (Seyal, Ro, & Rafal, 1995) .
The idea of hemispheric competition has been extended to rehabilitation studies, with the notion that inhibitory competition from undamaged circuits, such as the contralateral hemisphere, may impede the recovery of function. In one study, the contralesional superior colliculus was deprived of direct retinal inputs by patching the ipsilesional eye. The hypothesis was that, in the absence of competition from the normal hemisphere, the lesioned areas would reactivate (Butter et al., 1990) . Although the procedure did reduce neglect, the recovery was incomplete, short-lived, and did not generalize to other tasks.
In other rehabilitation studies, patients with right parietal lesions ameliorated their neglect by moving their left hand in the left hemispace (Robertson & North, 1993 , 1994 . The bene®t lasted several weeks after training, and generalized to everyday function (Robertson, North, & Geggie, 1992) . Importantly, bilateral activation abolished the bene®t, suggesting that competition from the healthy hemisphere had detrimental effects on the rehabilitation of the lesioned hemisphere. This is a situation that resembles the phenomenon of extinction, in which neglect patients are aware of an object in the contralesional ®eld when presented alone, but not when presented in synchrony with another object in the ipsilesional ®eld. Despite this evidence, the question of the mechanism by which using a contralesional limb ameliorates neglect remains open. One possibility, consistent with the competition hypothesis, is that using the contralesional (left) arm activates the lesioned hemisphere (right). The other possibility, consistent with an attentional network hypothesis, is that using the contralesional arm cues attention toward the contralesional ®eld. There is some evidence in favor of the latter possibility. Speci®cally, patients using their contralesional (left) hand demonstrate less neglect only if they start the task in the contralesional (left) hemispace. When they start in the ipsilesional (right) hemispace, they show substantial neglect even when using the contralesional (left) arm. In this condition, the activation of the lesioned hemisphere by motor activity of the contralesional limb is present, but the spatial cueing toward the contralesional ®eld is absent, suggesting that the cause of improvement is the attentional cueing, not the hemispheric activation of the lesioned hemisphere (Halligan, Manning, & Marshall, 1991) .
Minimizing contralateral competition is bene®cial not only for attention rehabilitation but also for the rehabilitation of other systems, such as the motor system. For example, preventing movement of the unaffected limb leads to improvement in a paretic limb (Taub et al., 1993) , and intensive behavioral training of the affected hand can minimize the loss of brain areas surrounding the stroke (Nudo, Wise, Fuentes, & Milliken, 1996) . Thus, the competition between hemispheres might be a domain general principle guiding plasticity in motor as well as attentional systems.
Automatic and Voluntary Orienting
There is strong evidence that cueing neglect patients to the side opposite the lesion helps their performance (Humphreys & Riddoch, 1993) . However, the mechanism underlying this effect is a matter of debate. Imaging studies reveal that exogenous and endogenous cues activate similar areas in frontal and parietal cortex, thus favoring the existence of a general neural system for visuospatial attention that can be used by automatic as well as voluntary cues (Corbetta et al., 1993; Nobre et al., 1997 ; for a review see Corbetta, 1998) . In contrast, some researchers have proposed the existence of two separate orienting systems, a voluntary orienting system which responds to endogenous symbolic cues and involves the frontal lobes, and a separate automatic orienting system, which responds to exogenous cues involving parietal areas (La Ádavas, 1993) . Support for this idea comes from clinical studies in which lesions of the frontal lobes lead to de®cits in endogenous (voluntary) orienting, whereas parietal lesions selectively impair exogenous (automatic) orienting (La Ádavas, 1993) .
If endogenous orienting depends on a different neural system than exogenous orienting, it should be possible to train the unimpaired system (i.e., frontal) to compensate for the de®cit in the impaired system (i.e., parietal). La Ádavas and colleagues (1994) addressed this possibility in a rehabilitation study in which twelve patients with right parietal damage and neglect syndrome practiced an endogenous orienting task, either moving both their eyes and their attention toward the cued location (overt condition), or moving their attention while keeping the eyes ®xated on the center (covert condition). A group of neglect patients who did not participate in the training served as a control group. Training improved overall performance, and also diminished the visual ®eld asymmetry (a measure of neglect) beyond spontaneous recovery. Moreover, training improved the ability to attend to cues in the neglected left ®eld. Thus, it seems that the training of the voluntary orienting system helped participants to overcome their rightward bias, and to cue attention toward the left visual ®eld (La Ádavas et al., 1994) .
A similar distinction between endogenous and exogenous shifts has been suggested for overt orienting, with the existence of separate neuroanatomical structures responsible for voluntary and re¯exive saccades (LaBerge, 1995; Maunsell, 1995; Schall, 1995) . Consistent with this view, patients with frontal lobe lesions have dif®culty producing voluntary saccades to locations opposite to the automatic exogenous cue (Guitton, Bouchtel, & Douglas, 1985; La Ádavas, 1997; Rivaud, Muri, Gaymard, Vermersch, & PierrotDeseilligny, 1995) . Finally, arti®cially`lesioning' the prefrontal cortex with TMS impairs saccades in response to endogenous (voluntary) cues, but not to exogenous (automatic) cues (Ro, Henik, Machado, & Rafal, 1997) .
Vigilance
Vigilance is the ability to achieve and sustain the alert state. In general, two types of tasks have been used to study vigilance: warning tasks and continuous performance tasks. Tasks using a warning signal have tested how quickly a person can obtain maximum alertness. The reaction to a warning signal, particularly if it is auditory, has a strong automatic component (exogenous alerting). Readiness can also be achieved by an incentive to process an expected target (endogenous alerting). Continuous performance tasks have studied the sustained attention of vigilance by requiring participants to remain prepared to detect relatively rare and generally rather weak targets or by using a task that requires continual responding. In order to perform these tasks, participants must remain alert and avoid processing any irrelevant information so that stray thoughts do not distract them from the target.
Both warning signal and continuous performance tasks require high levels of alertness for optimal performance and both have been shown to be in¯uenced by similar processes. Several years ago, Posner and Petersen (1990) published an extensive review of studies involving reaction time of normal experimental participants, parietal patients, and split brain patients. The results converged to reveal that right frontal and parietal areas were of particular importance for obtaining and sustaining the alert state. Since that time, imaging and patient data have generally con®rmed this ®nding, and studies with alert monkeys and normal participants have hinted at which transmitter systems may be involved.
Brain Network
A vigilant state increases activation in the right frontal-parietal system, even when no stimulus actually occurs (Pardo, Fox, & Raichle, 1991) . In this study, participants monitored for two minutes any change in the intensity of a ®xation mark that in fact remained invariant. Similar results occur when participants monitor one of their toes for a tactile stimulus that is never presented. The activation is lateralized to the right hemisphere independent of whether the right or the left big toe is being monitored. Auditory vigilance tasks also activate right frontal areas (Belin et al., 1998; Cohen, Semple, Gross, & Holcomb, 1988) . Moreover, activation in those areas decreases as a function of time, and this decrement correlates with some measures of vigilance decrement, such as the slowing down in RTs (Paus et al., 1997) . These results reveal the existence of a sustained attention system that is anatomically separate from the data-processing systems.
Sustained attention is a central aspect of many cognitive functions, and several studies have explored the neural bases of such interactions. For example, Coull and colleagues used a variant of the rapid visual information processing task, together with PET, to study activations related to sustained attention and working memory (Coull, Frith, Frackowiak, & Grasby, 1996) . In this task, digits are rapidly presented one at a time and participants have to detect target sequences of two or three digits. This task requires not only sustained attention, but also selective attention, because successful performance requires participants to attend only to items that are part of the correct sequence. Successful performance also requires working memory. This task, as well as a variant without the memory requirement (detection of a target digit), activates the frontal-parietal system, with the memory component most likely activating the left side and the sustained attention component tapping mostly the right side.
Vigilance De®cit
Clinical data similarly suggest that right frontal lesions impair patients' ability to voluntarily sustain attention. When asked to count a series of infrequent tones, patients with right frontal damage perform worse than patients with left frontal damage (Wilkins, Shallice, & McCarthy, 1987) . In continuous performance tasks, the error increment over time is larger for right than for left frontal patients, suggesting that right frontal lesions not only make experimental participants less vigilant, but also accentuate the vigilance decrement over time (Rueckert & Grafman, 1996) . Right lesions seem to produce a de®cit in internally generated alertness, as patients are unable to sustain their own attention.
Alertness can be increased by internally generated signals but also can be increased automatically by the presence of an external stimulus, even if it is uninformative about the future occurrence of a target (Robertson, Mattingley, Rorden, & Driver, 1998) . While the frontal lobe is a likely generator of endogenous alerting signals, the external stimulus exercises its alerting effect by ascending thalamic projections.
Both the voluntary, effortful endogenous warning effect, and the automatic, effortless exogenous effect likely act upon the right parietal lobe which, as described in previous sections, is also part of the orienting system. Lesions of the parietal lobe in¯uence both alerting and orienting functions, and patients with right parietal damage show not only de®cits in maintaining the alert state, but also in shifting attention.
Both de®cits in alertness and in orienting appear to contribute to clinical neglect. For example, an uninformative alerting cue reduces neglect to stimuli presented in the left visual ®eld. This effect is not merely a motor effect, as it is evident when patients are asked to compare the onset of a right and a left event (temporal order judgment task). Under baseline conditions, when visual items are presented simultaneously, neglect patients with right parietal lesions perceive the left items as having a later onset. This illusion occurs because their attention to the left side is reduced, and as a consequence the visual processes are slower to reach awareness in that hemi®eld. However, when the target is preceded by an auditory warning signal, this bias is eliminated, suggesting that phasic alertness is bene®cial in reducing neglect .
Transmitters
Studies of alert behaving monkeys have shown that the readiness induced by warning signals can be blocked by drugs that reduce noradrenergic cell ®ring, such as clonidine and guanfacine (Marrocco & Davidson, 1998; Witte & Marrocco, 1997) . Clonidine increases overall RT and guanfacine decreases it, but most importantly, both drugs effectively block the warning effect of a preceding cue. In contrast, the ability to orient toward the cue is unaffected by these drugs. Related work in humans further suggests that clonidine slows overall RT, but in contrast to research with monkeys, aspects of orienting are also affected (Clark, Geffen, & Geffen, 1989) . These results support the idea that the transmitter noradrenaline mediates the alerting effect.
There is evidence that noradrenaline is important not only for achieving the alert state, but for sustaining attention over time. Performance in a sustained attention task by alert monkeys is dependent on the activation of noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus. Targets in a continuous performance task are more likely to be missed when they fail to activate the noradrenergic response (Aston-Jones, Rajkowski, Kubiak, & Alexinsky, 1994) . In humans, clonidine decreases sustained attention leading to more attentional lapses. Moreover, this effect is reversed by clonidine blockers such as iadoxan, as well as by increases in environmental arousal such as loud noises (Smith & Nutt, 1996) . Clonidine also impairs performance in a rapid visual information processing task, and this effect is most pronounced during low arousal states (Coull, Robbins, Middleton, & Sahakian, 1995) .
Anatomically, both orienting and alerting appear to be partially implemented in the right parietal lobe. However, a behavioral study that examined both processes suggests that their contributions to overall reaction time are independent (Fernandez-Duque & Posner, 1997). It is remarkable that the two processes share a relatively common anatomy within the posterior parietal lobe, but involve different transmitters and thus are dissociable at both the cognitive and synaptic levels.
Rehabilitation Studies
Some recent studies have tried to rehabilitate speci®c attentional networks (Kinsella, 1998; Sohlberg, McLaughlin, Pavese, Heidrich, & Posner, 2000; Strum, Willmes, Orgass, & Hartze, 1997) . These studies suggest that rehabilitation procedures should focus on the particular attentional operations of the lesioned area, while at the same time considering the contribution of those de®cits to other attentional functions.
In one study (Strum et al., 1997) , a computerized rehabilitation program was designed to try to enhance speci®c attentional networks. Training tasks were designed that exercised four aspects of attention: phasic alertness, vigilance, selective attention, and divided attention. Phasic alertness and vigilance are both related to what we call the vigilance network, while selective attention is related to the orienting network, and divided attention is related to the executive network. Before and after training, patients' attentional abilities in each domain were tested using other tasks to prevent speci®c practice effects. The results revealed a hierarchical organization of attentional functions. Speci®c training in vigilance or alertness improved these capacities as well as selective and divided attention. Selective attention training improved selective attention and divided attention, but not alertness. Training in divided attention only improved divided attention capabilities. The authors concluded from these ®ndings that vigilance and alertness are the most fundamental functions in the hierarchy, and that selective attention and divided attention recruit these functions for their normal operation.
Another study that utilized a practice-oriented therapy (attention process therapy) for patients with brain injury showed a therapy speci®c overall improvement in executive attention tasks, but some tasks only improved for patients with relatively high vigilance scores and not for patients who were de®cient in vigilance (Sohlberg et al., 2000) .
A third rehabilitation study tested the possible interaction between vigilance and orienting by training patients to increase their self-alertness, and exploring whether the rehabilitation of selfalertness had an impact on patients' neglect (i.e., orienting de®cit; Robertson, Tegne Âr, Tham, Lo, & Nimmo-Smith, 1995) . Exogenous alertness was used as a basis for training patients to selfalert. External warning signals were presented, and patients were instructed to generate a selfalertness signal in response to it. Exogenous alertness, as produced by a loud noise, depends on a thalamo-mesencephalic path and is relatively unimpaired in patients with right parietal damage. After the training procedure was explained, the patient started the task and at variable intervals the experimenter knocked on the table while at the same time saying``Attend!'' in a loud voice. At the next stage in the training, it was the patient who shouted``Attend!'' each time the experimenter knocked on the table. Later, the patient would do both the knocking and the vocal command, ®rst loudly, then subvocally, and ®nally mentally. Patients were encouraged to try this self-alertness method in their everyday life. This rehabilitation training not only improved patients' self-alertness, but also reduced the extent of their spatial neglect.
Taken together, these ®ndings from rehabilitation studies suggest that rehabilitation procedures need to take into consideration possible vigilance de®cits. More generally, they reveal the bene®ts of systematically analyzing interactions and dissociations of the attentional networks, instead of treating attention as a monolithic concept. They also demonstrate that behavioral therapy can be successful in improving vigilance skills.
Executive Attention
Broadly speaking, executive attention involves effortful control or coordination, particularly in tasks in which the response is not fully determined by the stimulus (Norman & Shallice, 1986) . The executive system participates in task switching (Hayes, Davidson, Keele, & Rafal, 1998; Rogers & Monsell, 1995) , inhibitory control (Casey, in press ), con¯ict resolution, error detection, and allocation of attentional resources (for reviews, see Bush, Luu, and Posner, 2000; Carter, Botvinick, and Cohen, 1999; Posner and Rothbart, 1998) . It participates in planning, and it involves efforts to process novel stimuli and to execute novel actions (Posner & DiGirolamo, 1998) .
This de®nition of executive attention is admittedly broad, and in recent years researchers have tried to break these executive processes into smaller, more tractable, units of analysis. However, what those units might be, as well as which anatomical areas implement them, remains a matter of debate.
Brain Network
Neuroimaging studies have shown activation of a network of brain areas in tasks that require experimental participants to deal with con¯ict, error, or novelty, or that demand other kinds of effortful cognitive processing (Bush et al., 1998; Posner & DiGirolamo, 1998) . The areas usually activated include the anterior cingulate and supplementary motor area, the orbitofrontal cortex, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and portions of the basal ganglia and the thalamus.
Due to space limitations, we will only review the role of the anterior cingulate, but it should be stressed that the other areas may be of equal importance. The Stroop task has frequently been used to explore the role of the anterior cingulate in con¯ict resolution. In this task, a colored word is presented, and the participant is instructed to ignore the meaning of the word and respond to the color of the ink (e.g., green ink). The word may be congruent with the ink color (e.g., word green'), incongruent (e.g., word`red') or neutral (e.g., word`dog'). In Stroop and Stroop-like tasks, participants have to overcome a prepotent response (i.e., responding to the word itself) to provide the correct answer (i.e., responding to the ink color).
The anterior cingulate participates not only in cognitive regulation, but also in emotional regulation. A meta-analysis of studies using Stroop-like tasks suggests that ventral areas of the anterior cingulate and the orbital frontal cortex are closely involved with emotional regulation, whereas dorsal areas of the anterior cingulate are recruited for purely cognitive tasks (see Fig. 3 adapted from Bush et al., 1998 for an illustration). Posner and Rothbart (1998) have developed a perspective on why the anterior cingulate might be involved in both emotional and cognitive self-regulation. They argue that in infancy, the organism is faced with the dif®cult problem of controlling distress and other forms of negative emotion. Since distress is widely thought to involve the amygdala, it seems plausible that the anterior cingulate, which is the out¯ow of the limbic system, would be involved in its control. In support of this view, adults show activity in the anterior cingulate when exposed to pain. Moreover, the activation in the anterior cingulate, but not in other areas involved in pain, re¯ects the degree of felt distress when participants are taught to control their pain responses. This suggests that anterior cingulate activation is related to efforts to control the pain (Rainville, Duncan, Price, Carrier, & Bushnell, 1997) . According to Posner and Rothbart (1998) , when the child is faced with the need to selectively regulate cognitive activity in con¯ict tasks, the same brain system already heavily involved in self-regulation could serve as an appropriate vehicle. In support of this view, efforts at self-regulation of cognitive activity appear to correlate with negative affect in 3-to 4-year-olds (Posner & Rothbart, 1998) . For example, performance on compatible and incompatible Stroop-like tasks is related to parental reports of their children's frustration reactions. Further support for this link between cognitive and emotional self-regulation has come from studies of children ages 7 to 16, showing that the size of the anterior cingulate correlates with the reaction time needed to carry out attention demanding tasks, even when controlling for age differences. In contrast, reaction time in simpler routine tasks involving little attentional control is unrelated to cingulate size .
Further evidence for the role of the anterior cingulate in the regulation of emotion and cognition comes from studies of error detection. For example, the anterior cingulate is activated in normal adults following error detection or negative feedback (see Carter et al., 1999; Luu, Collins, & Tucker, 2000) . The error-dependent activity appears to be related to the negative experience of having made a mistake, because there is a signi®cant correlation between cingulate activity during error detection and the personality trait of negative emotionality (Luu, Collins, & Tucker, 2000) . In children, the degree of cingulate activity during dif®cult task performance is also related to the likelihood of error . Despite the evidence revealing that both emotion and cognitive tasks activate the anterior cingulate, it is unknown whether the anterior cingulate is an integrated cognitive-emotional system, or a set of independent modules. A certain amount of structural differentiation exists (Badgaiyan & Posner, 1998; Devinski, Morrel, & Vogt, 1995) . On the other hand, the possibility of an integrated set of subsystems in which emotion and cognition converge is consistent with the idea that emotions are an integral part of cognitive life, as well as with the extensive literature linking emotion to cognition. In summary, it is likely that different areas of the anterior cingulate perform distinct, albeit interacting, executive functions.
De®cits of Executive Function
Impairments of the executive system have been reported in a variety of normal and pathological states that involve frontal areas, including aging (West, 1997), traumatic brain injury (Strum et al., 1997) , frontal strokes (Duncan, 1986) , dementias (Parasumaman & Greenwood, 1998) , schizophrenia (Frith, 1992) , and attention de®cit disorder (Barkley, 1998) . Disruptions of corticostriatal loops, such as those evidenced in Parkinson's Disease, also lead to de®cits in executive processes.
As described in the previous section, an important aspect of executive control is the ability to inhibit a prepotent or habitual response. In everyday life, the failure to inhibit these responses is revealed as a slip of action. Patients with traumatic brain injury commit an increased number of slips of action (Robertson, Manly, Andrade, Baddeley, & Yiend, 1997) . This failure in inhibitory control may be a primary executive de®cit, or may be secondary to a vigilance de®cit, which is usually impaired in patients with closed head injury due to their lesion in frontal areas. To explore this question, Robertson et al. (1997) developed a version of the continuous performance task in which participants were required to press the key every time a frequent non-target occurred, and to inhibit this response when an infrequent target appeared. Robertson and colleagues predicted that an inability to maintain the alert state would lead to an increase in commission errors. Consistent with this view, the number of commission errors was correlated with attentional failure in everyday life situations, as assessed by a questionnaire. The correlations occur both in normal experimental participants and in patients with traumatic brain injury, but for the patients, errors and everyday life attentional failures were more frequent. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that vigilance and inhibitory control interact.
Other executive functions, such as error detection, also seem to be modulated by sustained attention. After making an error in the continuous performance task, normal participants slow down, presumably in an attempt to increase accuracy. In contrast, patients with traumatic brain injury who have impaired vigilance fail to slow down after an error, as if they had failed to detect the error, or to modify performance to minimize future errors (Robertson et al., 1997) .
Another important aspect of executive control is the ability to coordinate multiple tasks into a coherent sequence of actions. The dual task paradigm is often used to test this ability. In a typical dual task paradigm, a pair of letters appears on one side of the screen, and participants have to make a speeded response to the location of the stimulus, followed by an unspeeded response to the identity of the letters. Although the identity task is unspeeded and occurs after the primary task, it nevertheless produces a cost to the primary response. This cost is presumably due to the coordination of the two responses (Umilta Á, Nicoletti, Simion, Tagliabue, & Bagnara, 1992) . Patients with traumatic brain injury, who are thought to have frontal lobe lesions, show an increased cost in dual task performance (Umilta Á and Stablum, 1998) .
Patients with Parkinson's Disease show dif®-culties in task switching. For example, in a task in which a colored geometric ®gure is presented and the participant has to make a discrimination response based on one dimension (e.g., shape: triangle or circle) or another (e.g., color: blue or green), there is an RT cost associated with a dimension shift across trials (e.g., shape 3 color). This cost is abnormally high for individuals with Parkinson's Disease, suggesting an impairment in the ability to switch sets (Hayes et al., 1998) .
The frontal lobes and cortico-striatal loops are made up of a multitude of heterogeneous areas, each with a unique structural and physiological organization. This complexity is matched at the level of information processing, where a collection of loosely integrated processes receives the name of`executive system'. It is possible that different executive processes might be implemented by separate brain structures. More generally, it is possible to speculate that the brain areas implementing the mental operations currently described as executive function might interact with each other, but might also have unique aspects. As described earlier, this is the case for the orienting and the vigilance networks, and there is no reason to believe that the executive network should be an exception.
Transmitters
As described earlier, patients with traumatic brain injury are impaired in a myriad of executive functions. These patients, in addition to frontal lobe damage, have diffuse axonal injury, which disrupts the dopaminergic input to the frontal cortex. Schizophrenia and attention de®cit disorder, which can be thought of as pathologies of the executive system, seem to involve a dysregulation of the mesocorticolimbic pathway that provides dopaminergic modulation to the anterior cingulate (Casey, in press; Swanson, Castellanos, Murias, LaHoste, & Kennedy, 1998) . Executive dysfunction in Parkinson's Disease is linked to a disruption in the cortico-striatal loop resulting from dopamine de®ciency in the striatum, but also to dopamine depletion in the mesocortical pathway, which projects to medial and prefrontal areas.
These ®ndings are consistent with the role of dopamine in executive processes, probably via modulation of the frontal areas. Strong support for this hypothesis comes from a rehabilitation study in which the dopamine agonist bromocriptine was administered to patients with traumatic brain injury who had lesions in prefrontal areas. Bromocriptine improved executive tasks, such as the Stroop task, the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, and dual tasks (McDowell, Whyte, & D'Esposito, 1998) . Importantly, working memory tasks without an executive demand did not bene®t from the therapy, suggesting that the bene®t was speci®c to executive processes.
CONCLUSIONS
The ®eld of neuropsychology is undergoing a major shift in emphasis as the method and data of neuroimaging begin to be incorporated. In the area of attention, this has involved a greater integration of theory with practice and an increased emphasis on rehabilitation efforts as a means of testing theories as well as providing services to patients.
In this paper, we have emphasized theoretical ideas about attentional networks arising from early imaging studies (Posner & Petersen, 1990) . Newer ideas regarding competition among elements within neural systems (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) and the role of motor structures (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 1998) can also be helpful in the design of rehabilitation methods. In the absence of any single comprehensive theory, it is useful to have the perspective of different views when seeking to design the most appropriate methods of rehabilitation. All of these views emphasize anatomical considerations in understanding the nature of de®cits. In this article we have tried to illustrate how a variety of disorders that produce orienting problems may be examined within a common anatomical perspective.
Neuroimaging techniques offer new and exciting ways to modify and enhance rehabilitation methods. We can expect improvements in sensitivity, resolution, and time course as new technologies and new adaptations of older methods become available. It is now possible to follow the effects of training, drug, or other therapeutic interventions with structural or functional MRIs, allowing researchers to observe changes that might be induced by the intervention. The use of high-density scalp electrical recording can elucidate changes in the time course of various anatomical areas that might occur as a result of the intervention. The integration of ideas about modulation from transmitter systems with the anatomy of cortical computations can help us understand the relationship between organic brain injury, psychopathologies, and developmental abnormalities. As we come to a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of rehabilitation (Robertson, 1999; Robertson & Murre, 1999) , previously competing approaches to rehabilitation may become integrated within an overall strategy of fostering brain recovery. 
